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1. Introduction

This report presents the research papers on Ming/Qing Confucian 
studies published in 2020 in South Korea along with a comprehensive 
analysis of the research outcomes. The search criteria were papers 
published in journals registered in the Korean Citation Index(KCI) of the 
National Research Foundation(NRF) from January to December 2020.

The papers selected for this report are those published in KCI-registered 
journals and registration candidates in the fields of philosophy (n = 
25), Confucian studies (n = 4), other humanities (n = 1), and Chinese 
language and literature (n = 1).

There were 18 papers published in these journals as well as master’s and 
doctoral theses published in 2020 covering the topics related to “Ming/
Qing Confucian studies.” To give a clear overview of these papers, they 
were categorized by scholar and topic as follows:

 

2. Classification by topic

1) Papers on the Yangming School of thought 

1 Kim, Jun-seung: An analysis of Wang Yang Ming’s theory of 
ChiYangJi (致良知) - With a focus on the point of view of emotions, 
desires, and experience (YANG-MING STUDIES (56), 2020)

2 Lee, Woo-jin: A review on Wang Yangming’s Sudden Enlightenment 
in Longchang - Focusing on Wang’s life in Longchang - (YANG-
MING STUDIES (59), 2020)

3 Lim, Hong Tae: A study on the view of “saints and ordinary people 
are one” in Yangming ( JOURNAL OF YULGOK-STUDIES (39), 
2020)
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4 Lee, Kyeng-lyong: Wang Yang-myeong, 48–49 years old, transitioning 
the teaching method from spiritual enlightenment in sitting still (靜
坐開悟) to self-authentication (良知) and its academic significance 
(YANG-MING STUDIES (57), 2020)

5 Park, Younghee: Wang Yangming’s rhetoric and way of thinking 
(CHUNG KUK HAK PO (94), 2020)
    
Of the 18 papers on Ming/Qing Confucian studies, with the 

exception of two papers on the Ganquan (甘泉) School and one paper 
on the Lecturing Movement (講學運動) in the Late Ming Dynasty, 15 
papers cover a variety of topics related to Yangmingxue (陽明學) such 
as Yangming’s thoughts, Yangminghouxue (陽明後學), a comparison of 
Yangmingxue and Joseon Confucianism, Yangmingxue and education, 
and the research history of Yangmingxue. Accounting for 83% of the 18 
papers on Ming/Qing Confucian studies, the proportion of Yangmingxue-
related papers slightly increased from 75% in 2019. The number of papers 
on Ming/Qing Confucian studies has been increasing or maintaining its 
level over the past several years: nine papers in 2015, 12 in 2016, 21 in 
2017, 17 in 2018, 18 in 2019, and 15 in 2020. It was thus reaffirmed 
again in 2020 that Yangmingxue takes center stage among Ming/Qing 
Confucian studies in Korea.

Yangming’s thoughts are usually explained using three core aspects: 1) 
Identity of mind and principle (xinjili 心卽理), 2) Unity of knowledge and 
action (zhixingheyi 知行合一), and 3) Realization of innate knowledge of 
goodness (zhiliangzhi 致良知). However, Yangming’s thoughts in his later 
years can be boiled down into 致良知. Kim Jun-seung has been publishing 
papers on 致良知 in recent years, focusing on Waldorf education 
principles. His 2020 paper, “An analysis of Wang Yang Ming’s theory of 
ChiYangJi,” has also come out along this continuum, with a focus on 
emotions, desires, and experience. 
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Kim Jun-seung presents 致良知 as follows: “This paper aims to analyze 
‘zhiliangzhi’ 致良知, the key concept of Yangming’s thoughts, in relation 
to emotions, desires, and experience of mastery (attained through self-
contentment [ziquia 自慊] and true joy [zhenle 眞樂]) in the mind (xin 
心), where the learning occurs. Wang Yangming’s theory of learning 
emphasizes the aspects of ‘fostering innate virtue’ (尊德性), ‘cultivating 
virtue through learning’ (道問學), and ‘preserving the heavenly principle 
and removing selfish desires’ (cuntianli 存天理 qurenyu 去人欲) as 
ways and means to realize the innate knowledge of goodness. Related 
studies conducted thus far in Korea have tended to overemphasize the 
implied aspect of ‘removing selfish desires’ (qurenyu 去人欲) instead of 
directly mentioning underlying emotions. Their interpretation of Wang 
Yangming’s theory of learning is thus boiled down into the simple formula 
that the more we achieve 去人欲, the closer we are to reaching zhiliangzhi 
(致良知), which suggests that the greatest obstruction to zhiliangzhi is 
selfish desires. The author finds it necessary to shift the direction of path 
toward zhiliangzhi from the removal of selfish desires to using the desires 
and emotions geared toward growth and explore the process of achieving 
that goal in the course of analyzing zhiliangzhi. Of course, the innate 
knowledge of goodness works straightaway and intuitively. However, this 
process is thus segmented for convenience’s sake, and this analysis, based 
on Wang Yangming’s statements, can provide opportunities favoring our 
growth and everyday living. In this respect, Wang Yangming’s theory 
of learning can be regarded as a learning of mind (xin 心) embracing 
emotions and desires, and his zhiliangzhi also needs to be explored in 
the light of experience and implementation. This is possible through an 
innate knowledge of goodness, but its presence does not necessarily refer 
to the possibility of attaining zhiliangzhi, which requires the experience 
of mastery (attained through self-contentment [ziquia 自慊] and true joy 
[zhenle 眞樂]).”
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While the purpose of Kim’s research is understandable, it should also 
be kept in mind that “preserving the heavenly principle and removing 
selfish desires” (存天理去人欲) is the essence of the spirit of Yangmingxue. 
It is in this boundary zone that Yangming researchers often adopt a vague 
position, as did Kim Jun-seung. 

Longchang-wudao (龍場悟道 personal awakening in Longchang, 
hereinafter “Longchang Enlightenment”), an event in which Wang 
Yangming gained personal awakening when he was 37 years old, is 
considered the turning point of his philosophy, breaking away from the 
frame of Zhuxixue and establishing the landmark of the Yangming School 
of Mind (Yangmingxinxue 陽明心學). This event is a critical point in the 
process of the establishment of Yangmingxue. Wang Yangming interpreted 
the Five Classics to enlarge his experience of Longchang Enlightenment, 
which resulted in the Conjectural Annotation of Five Classics (Wujing-
yishuo 五經臆說). It was burned while Wang Yanming was alive, and 
only a few clauses have been handed down. Lee Woo-jin interpreted 
the Conjectural Annotation of Five Classics and portrayed the details of 
Longchang Enlightenment in his paper “A review on Wang Yangming’s 
Sudden Enlightenment in Longchang - Focusing on Wang’s life in 
Longchang.” In addition to the analysis of the Conjectural Annotation 
of Five Classics, the author comprehensively delved into the event of 
Longchang Enlightenment with the greatest details, using all available 
data including the Longchang Confucian Academy’s (龍岡書院) lecture 
materials. 

Lee Woo-jin notes: “This paper presupposed that Wang Yangming’s 
‘Sudden Enlightenment in Longchang’ (龍場悟道) was the answer 
urged by his existential decision of ‘to become a sage,’ and defined a 
series of his actions after the Sudden Enlightenment in Longchang 
as ‘the embodiment of his determination to live as a sage.’ The major 
concern of this paper was to find out how Wang Yangming, ‘the sage 
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of the Yangming School,’ managed to endure through the trials of the 
extreme situation of Longchang Enlightenment. Wang Yangming’s 
three main activities after the Sudden Enlightenment in Longchang 
can be summarized as ‘writing of the Conjectural Annotation of Five 
Classics’ (五經臆說), ‘improving relations with indigenous people,’ and 
‘educational activities at Longchang Confucian Academy.’ First, for the 
Conjectural Annotation of Five Classics, Wang Yangming adopted a 
unique explanatory commentary (疏解) method based on his theories 
of ‘heart/mind’s substance’ (xinti 心體) and ‘learning of the heart/mind’ 
(xinxue 心學). In addition, the Conjectural Annotation of Five Classics 
contained ideas of ‘heart/mindistheprinciple’(心卽理) and ‘unity of 
knowledge and action’ (知行合一). As regards the improvement of the 
relationships with indigenous people, Wang Yangming understood that 
‘the task of living like an ideal human being’ was never a matter of place. 
In Wang Yangming’s eyes, people in ‘Main China’ (Zhongyuan 中原) 
were contemptible for their two-facedness (表裏不同, literally, different 
inside and outside) despite their splendid civilization, but the natives 
of Longchang were straightforward and far from being contemptible 
despite their simple civilization. Furthermore, his relationships with the 
natives led him to believe in the goodness of innate human nature and the 
infinite potential for education. Lastly, regarding his educational activities 
in the Longchang Confucian Academy (龍岡書院), Wang Yangming 
asserted that the goal of education should be ‘fulfillment of virtue’ (成
德). As a means to achieve that goal, he established ‘guidance for the 
instruction of students in Longchang’ (教條示龍塲諸生) consisting of four 
concrete objectives: setting a firm determination (立志), strenuous pursuit 
of study (勤學), correcting past errors (改過), and encouraging good deeds 
(責善). Above all, Wang pursued relationship-oriented happiness where 
people guide each other to goodness. This demonstrates that the ideal 
human being envisioned by Wang Yangming was not someone who could 
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achieve the self-oriented goodness emphasized by Taoism and Buddhism, 
but rather who could achieve goodness in harmony with the community.” 
Lee Woojin has provided this explanation with the entire Yangmingxue 
in mind. It does not seem to be focusing on the event and content of 
Longchang Enlightenment. A follow-up study dedicated to the essence 
and nature of Longchang Enlightenment is expected.

Wang Yangming’s view of sagehood is also a topic of much debate. The 
statement that the spirit of Song/Ming Confucianism (宋明理學) lies 
in seeking sagehood (求聖之學) also suggests that both Zhuzixue and 
Yangmingxue are disciplines to becoming sages. Therefore, sage-related 
theories (聖人之學) are used when it comes to differentiating between 
Zhuzixue and Yangmingxue, whereby their respective views of sages are 
compared as the method most frequently used by scholars.

In this regard, Lim Hong-tae states the following in his paper, “A 
study on the view of ‘saints and ordinary people are one’ in Yangming”: 

“Yangming’s view of sagehood was also formed against the background of 
the earlier scholarly outcomes. Nevertheless, instead of simply following 
the views of previous scholars, he presented a new view of sagehood 
distinct from the previous ones by bringing in new interpretations in his 
academic argumentation process. His view of sagehood was born against 
the background of the mid-Ming Dynasty, which was a period dominated 
by political, economic, and ideological turmoil. Amid such turmoil, the 
trend of emphasizing individual subjectivity began to surge in all areas of 
society, including culture and scholarship. During this period, Yangming 
promoted academic equalization and secularization through extensive 
lecture activities. In this process, Wang Yangming came to suggest an 
innovative view of sagehood: that everyone can become a sage through 
learning, because sages and ordinary people are essentially the same. Wang 
Yangming’s idea of sagehood spread rapidly through contemporary and 
later scholars, triggering tremendous social repercussions.” While this 
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paper provides a comprehensive overview of Wang Yangming’s views 
of sagehood and the related learning process, it does not present a new 
perspective because its contents have already been sufficiently covered in 
previous studies.

The relationship between Yangmingxue and Taoism/Buddhism has 
long been an object of debate. Zhuzixue scholars criticized Yangmingxue, 
readily attacking its similarities with Taoism and Buddhism. Yangmingism 
itself indeed has some pro-Taoist/Buddhist elements. Confucian scholars 
tend to try to read and understand Yangmyungxue within the framework 
of Confucianism, avoiding including its relationship with Taoism and 
Buddhism in their discussions. Kyung-ryong Lee takes a different position. 
While actively evaluating Nobul’s theory, he tries to read Yangminghak’s 
thesis. He attempts to read Yangmingist texts under detailed interpretation 
of its Taoist and Buddhist elements. 

In his paper “Wang Yang-myeong, 48–49 years old, transitioning the 
teaching method from spiritual enlightenment in sitting still (靜坐開悟) to 
self-authentication (良知) and its academic significance,” Lee Kyeng-lyong 
notes: “The scholarly life of Wang Yangming (1472–1528) can be divided 
into two parts: before and after the presentation his theories of liangzhi (良
知 innate knowledge of goodness) and zhiliangzhi (realization of innate 
knowledge of goodness 致良知) at the age of 48–49. In particular, when 
he was 49 years old (August), the day-long debate at Tongtianyan (通天巖) 
became the most groundbreaking occasion in his learning and teaching 
methods. With the practice of lizhi-gongfu (立志工夫) that he presented 
at the age of 43, he explained the two-mind theory (二心論) of heavenly 
principle and human desires as well as cultivation and introspection 
(cunyang-xingcha 存養省察) and awareness of essence. While learning 
Taoist self-cultivation, he also adopted a Buddhist theory of mind and 
nature (xinxinglun 心性論). At the age of 48–49, he presented liangzhi 
(良知) and zhiliangzhi (致良知) for self-cultivation and experience of the 
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substance. He brought up ‘unity of knowledge and action’ (知行合一) 
at the age of 54 and upgraded the explanation of liangzhi by providing 
detailed explanations of the three functional aspects of liangzhi (perception, 
verification, and filtration) at the age of 55. 

In his 30s, he actively practiced Taoist life-nurturing arts (養生法) to 
cure his lower back pain and lung disease. His conditions improved to 
some extent through the practice of Taoist life-nurturing arts through the 
widely-read books Huangtingjing (黃庭經, Classic of the Yellow Court) 
and Xiuzhentu (修眞圖, Diagram of Cultivating Perfection).” When he 
was 35 years old, in prison, he had the mystical experience of seeing the 
metaphysical state of mind (xiantianweng 先天翁) for the first time based 
on the taiji generation principle (xiyi 羲易) of Shao Kangjie (邵康節), and 
at the age of 37, he had an experience of metaphysical change of substance 
and function (tiyongshenhua 體用神化) in Longchang (龍場) while 
practicing zhenyuo (正座). These two events correspond to the experience 
of yiyangfulai (一陽復來) according to Shao Kangjie’s qi circulation 
method. Based on his own experience, at the age of 39, Wang Yangming 
started to teach his students to sit in zhenyuo (正座) and practice Jìngyī 
(靜一) and chengyi (誠意), and he established lizhi (立志) at the age of 43 
based on Taoist and Buddhist methods. The gist of lizhi-gongfu (立志工
夫) is zhenwang-erxinlun (眞妄二心論) of human desire and cultivation 
and introspection (cunyang-xingcha 存養省察). The mind has two sides of 
the original substance (本體, 天理) and desire (selfish desire, recklessness); 
the original substance has three functional aspects (perception, verification, 
and filtration), and selfish desire has two functional aspects (verification 
and reasoning). Yinian (意念, words and thoughts) arises from both 
substance and desire, and the practice of cunyang-xingcha (存養省察) 
perceives the origin of yinian, verifies its reasoning, and removes the 
yinian originating from selfishness and recklessness. Therefore, the focus 
of lizhi-gongfu (立志工夫) is on perceiving and verifying a passing idea 
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(一念). Lizhi-jujue (立志句訣) was widespread at the time and had a great 
influence on Wang Ji (王畿) and Yan Jun (顔鈞) of the Taizhou School. 

At the age of 48, while teaching in Ganzhou (贛州) and Nanchang (南
昌), Wang faced a problem of harmonizing the contents of zhizhi (致知) 
in Daxue (大學) and shendu (愼獨 decorum and rigor even when nobody 
is around) in Zhongyong (中庸). In August, Chen Jiuchuan (陳九川) 
visited him and brought the issue raised by Lu Xiangshan (陸象山), that 
awakening the innate knowledge of goodness (zhizhi 致知) is better than 
investigating the principle of things (gewu 格物) in order to realize the 
heart–mind substance (xinti 心體) based on the true mind (benxin 本心) 
and recommended the recognition of spiritual brightness (lingming 靈明). 
To solve the problem of zhizhi (致知), Wang suggested for the first time 
that the perception of lingming (靈明) is liangzhi (良知) that perceives 
a passing idea (一念). By presenting liangzhi, he changed his teaching 
method by enriching zhenyuo (正座) as taught by Shao Kangjie (邵康節) 
with lizhi-gongfu (立志工夫) at the age of 43. Chen Jiuchuan suggested 
shishang-xingcha (事上省察) in August, and Wang explained zhiliangzhi 
(致良知) of shishang-molian (事上磨鍊 honing and training the self while 
carrying out a task) and showed the possibility of xiancheng-liangzhi (現
成良志). 

Shishang-molian (事上磨鍊) became an important self-cultivation 
practice of Yangmingxue in tandem with shishang-molian (事上磨鍊). 
However, when Chen Jiuchuan (陳九川) visited in June, the 49-year-old 
Wang made it clear that yinian (意念) reasons the right or wrong of things 
and liangzhi (良知) is the entity that verifies the reasoning of yinian (是
是非非), accumulates good thoughts, and removes selfish desires (存善去
欲), thus establishing liangzhi’s function of verification and filtration of 
good and bad thoughts. On the day of the full moon in August, he held 
a day-long discussion with students at Tongtianyan (通天巖) about the 
unification of zhizhi (致知 realization of innate knowledge of goodness) 
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and shendu (愼獨 decorum and rigor even when nobody is around), and 
the students were also happily convinced of liangzhi (良知). Thus, the day-
long discussion at Tongtianyan (通天巖) was an event where liangzhi was 
firmly established and a turning point of Wang Yangming’s life, dividing it 
into before and after the event at Tongtianyan. 

After returning to his hometown Shaoxingfu (紹興府) at the age of 
50, he taught liangzhi, which was readily accepted by his students. At the 
age of 54, he put forth ‘unity of knowledge and action’ (知行合一) based 
on liangzhi’s function of nengzhi-nengauo (能知能作). At the age of 55, 
he adopted zhenwang-erxinlun (眞妄二心論) and elaborated the three 
functions of liangzhi (perception, verification, and filtration), extending 
his explanation of liangzhi from six years prior. The verification function 
of liangzhi was explained from the viewpoint of self-authentication (自證
分). As shown in Ou Yangde’s (歐陽德) chanbing (禪病 zen sickness) case, 
Wang Yangming emphasized liangzhi’s capacity to cure zen disease caused 
by zhenyuo (正座) and random and noisy thoughts (思慮紛擾), comparing 
it to Cheng Mindao’s (程明道) huorandawu (豁然大悟 achieving great 
enlightenment with the heart wide open), which can be evaluated as 
the process of ceaseless negation discussed in Yangminghouxue. He also 
asserted that liangzhi can even cure the damage caused by renqingcongyu 
(任情從欲, giving in to emotions and following desires) of xinxue (心學). 

In his later years, Wang changed his method to biyoushiyan (必有
事焉 doing what has to be done) and jiyi (集義), taking into account 
the popularity of Chen Xianzhang’s (陳獻章) wuwang-wuzhu (勿忘勿
助 neither forgetting nor coercing) and students’ chanbing (禪病) and 
evaluated jiyi (集義) to be the best method to achieve zhiliangzhi (致良知). 
He appraised Mengzi’s jiyi method as inferior to Daxue’s gezhi-chengzheng 
(格致誠正) and zhiliangzhi method as superior to gezhi-chengzheng. This 
epitomizes the self-cultivation method in Wang Yangming’s later years.” 

Lee Kyeng-lyong’s paper is the most noteworthy work among the 
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papers on Yangming studies in recent years. It addresses multiple problems 
using original approaches. This paper will be reviewed in detail in the 
section on the analysis of major papers.

Identifying the author’s thought by tracing the writing style and 
register carries the risk of falling into the trap of subjectivity, but it is not 
impossible. Park Young-hee has attempted to trace the characteristics of 
Wang Yangming’s way of thinking by analyzing the characteristics of his 
rhetoric. 

In her paper, “Wang Yangming’s rhetoric and way of thinking,” Park 
states: “Wang Yangming has a conspicuous tendency to use a rhetoric of 
inducing contemplation by enumerating the same words and sentence 
patterns in casual conversations or sentences. In particular, in the parts 
where he explains the key concept of Yangmingxue, he tries to induce 
reasoning with an expanding or circumventing writing style. As is well 
known, writing style changes according to the type of worldview, and that 
is also true the other way around, insight into the world varies according 
to the language used for reasoning. Likewise, we write not only to describe 
our thoughts but also to reason. This paper starts from the premise that 
writing is the manifestation of the way of thinking. It does not aim to 
examine philosophical concepts and logic but to find a salient way of 
thinking through writing. In the past, the texts and reasoning methods 
of great Confucian thinkers were mainly analyzed based on philosophical 
issues and content or approached from the structural aspect of the text. 
All of these approaches are much apart from the rhetoric exploration 
method pursued in this paper. By taking this approach, this paper 
intends to discuss the uniqueness of the way of thinking and the features 
differentiated from other thinkers by delving into Wang’s rhetoric used in 
his statements to the exclusion of their content. Its purpose is to analyze 
the flow of thought by detecting the patterns of using sentences and terms 
rather than focusing on philosophical concepts as in previous research. By 
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taking a step away from analyzing the meaning of philosophical sentences, 
the sole focus of investigation is directed at the working mechanism of the 
rhetoric associated with the way of thinking.”

Park’s approach is quite interesting. If properly applied, it can turn out 
to be a way to supplement specific results drawn through philosophical 
concepts and logical analysis. However, there is no denying its limitation 
as a method applicable only after establishing the frame of Wang 
Yangming’s thought set through philosophical concepts and logical 
analysis, which makes it highly probable that Park’s approach yields 
different results depending on the type of Wang Yangming’s established 
thoughts.

2) Papers on Yangminghouxue

1 Lee, Sang-hun: Wang Longxi’s system of moral virtues completion 
and Jiangyou Yangming scholars’ criticism of it (YANG-MING 
STUDIES (56), 2020)

2 Jun, Byung-sul: Why did Dong-yun and Han-zhen enter the 
Yangming School (YANG-MING STUDIES (56), 2020)

Papers on Yangminghouxue (陽明後學) come out annually from a fixed 
Yangminghouxue researcher base. Lee Sang-hun and Jun Byung-sul are 
Yangminghouxue researchers who have published papers on the topic in 
recent years. 

One of the most controversial and most frequently discussed figures 
in Yangminghouxue is Wang Ji (王畿 1498–1583), commonly known as 
Wang Longxi because his courtesy name is Longxi (龍溪). Wang Longxi, 
who was active for a long period of time among the first-generation 
disciples of Wang Yangming, was revered as the legitimate successor of 
Yangmingxue at the time. However, Huang Zongxi (黃宗羲, 1610–1695) 
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did not recognize Wang Longxi’s successorship in his book “Records of 
the Ming Scholars” (明儒学案), which had a decisive influence on the later 
research history of Yangmingxue. Moreover, of Xuan Xu (玄虛) and Qing 
Shi (情識), whom Liu Zongzhou (劉宗周, 1578–1645) pointed out as the 
misdemeanors (末弊) of Yangminghouxue, Xuan Xu was the archetype of 
Wang Longxi. This caused considerable controversies about his Theory of 
Liangzhi (良知 innate knowledge of goodness), and such elements have 
made Wang Longxi a controversial figure. 

Longxi’s Lee Sang-hum evaluates Wang system of moral virtues as 
follows: “Wang Longxi, a scholar of Yangminghouxue, also explains this 
method of acquiring moral virtues discussed in Confucianism through the 
original substance (benti 本體) as the manifested state of innate knowledge 
of goodness (liangzhi 良知) as well as the effort to restore it based on its 
understanding. First of all, referring to the original substance of liangzhi 
as evidence for moral implementation, Longxi asserts that liangzhi is 
spiritual brightness (lingming 靈明) and that the lingming of qi is an 
innate faculty. In addition, the manifested state of the innate knowledge 
of goodness is considered a self-acquired knowledge, which is a self-
evident knowledge of virtue and intuition, and the innate knowledge of 
goodness is pure and infinitely good with natural sympathy without any 
externalized self-intension or any purpose and impurity. From this, it can 
be inferred that in Longxi’s thought, the entire content of liangzhi forms 
the basis for acquiring moral virtues. On the other hand, in terms of 
learning, Longxi denies artificial efforts to learn because innate knowledge 
of goodness is naturally possessed and based on transcendental liangzhi. In 
other words, Longxi thinks it is meaningless to restore liangzhi’s substance 
through experience and acquired knowledge because it is spontaneously 
manifested through its own brightness. Therefore, Longxi emphasizes the 
effort with a focus on the non-effort of the innate good mind. Longxi 
does not discuss the effort-based process of restoring the original substance 
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that is commonly claimed in the course of acquiring moral virtues but 
rather holds on to naturally solving the problem of the effort by becoming 
aware of the inherent effect of liangzhi’s substance, thus demonstrating 
the shift of ideas of the existing Confucian system with his unique view of 
acquiring moral virtues. However, from the perspective of the Confucian 
tenet that the ‘benti (本體: original substance) is gongfu’ (工夫, practice of 
self-cultivation), the assertion that ‘gongfu is benti’ is readily accepted by 
people but marred by the difficulty in implementing it, and is therefore 
criticized by Ji Pengshan and Nie Shuangjiang in the Jiangyou line of 
Yangming studies. Viewed in its entirety, however, this is a disparity of 
views between Yangming scholars and also a salient feature of Wang 
Longxi’s system of moral virtues completion.”

The position criticizing Wang Longxi’s liangzhi theory is frequently 
attributable to lacking or insufficient understanding of the intended 
meaning of manifested liangzh. The appraisal of Wang Longxi’s 
manifested liangzhi has generally been negative in Korea as well, which 
implies that researchers are under the influence of well-known prominent 
scholars. Lee Sang-hun’s 2020 paper shows that the Korean Confucian 
researchers have now reached the level of properly understanding Wang 
Longxi’s manifested liangzhi. If I dare to add a remark, Lee Sang-hun’s 
paper provides a well-structured overview of recent research outcomes 
but without bringing in any new claims to advance the research one step 
further.

Yangmingxue, like Zhuzixue, is a school pursuing sagehood. For this 
reason, they are collectively called Song/Ming Confucianism. That said, 
how do they differentiate themselves from each other? Both are morally 
oriented, and both emphasize the subjectivity of mind because human 
nature takes place in the mind. Nevertheless, if need be, where should 
Zhuzixue and Yangmingxue be disassociated? In this respect, it is necessary 
to examine dejun-xingdao (得君行道, implementing Dao by gaining the 
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mind of the monarch) of the Song Dynasty and juemin-xingdao (覺民
行道 implementing Dao by awakening the people) of the Ming Dynasty. 
This is the reason we pay attention to Yangmingxue’s lecture movement. 

In his paper “Why did Dong-yun and Han-zhen enter the Yangming 
School,” Jun Byung-sul examines two scholars representative of juemin-
xingdao of Yangmingxue: Wang Yangming’s disciple Dong Yun and 
Wang Gen’s disciple Han Zhen. Dong Yun was a poet older than Wang 
Yangming, and Han Zhen was a lowly potter. Jun explains: “Dong Yun (董
澐, 1457–1533) was a disciple of Wang Yangming (1472–1529), and Han 
Zhen (韓貞, 1509–1585) was a disciple of Wang Gen (王艮, 1483–1541) 
and Wang Bi (王襞, 1511-1587), who were Wang Yangming’s disciples. 
Wang Yangming had thousands of followers during his lecture activities 
over three decades. The most dramatic encounters in Wang Yangming’s 
life as a teacher were those with Dong Yun and Wang Gen, and the 
most dramatic encounter experienced by Wang Gen, who had as many 
disciples as Wang Yangming himself, was his meeting with Han Zhen. 
After meeting Wang Yangming at the age of 57, the poet Dong Yun 
began to study Confucianism, and the potter Han Zhen began to study 
Confucianism after meeting Wang Gen at the age of 24. Dong Yun did 
not leave systematic writings due to his personal tastes and late start, and 
Han Zhen only wrote about 300 poems while turning his knowledge 
into practice (實踐躬行) but did not set up a theoretical system. This lack 
of system or originality in the studies of Dong Yun and Han Zhen can 
paradoxically touch the mind more vividly, and their life-long devolution 
may strike a chord more intensely than do academic achievements. Both 
had extraordinary compassion and turned the voice ringing from inside 
into practice with their entire body and mind without any interest in 
fame and wealth and without paying attention to others’ opinions of 
them. However, Dong Yun, who had the free soul of a poet, implemented 
Confucius’ spirit of congwu-suohao (從吾所好, following one’s natural 
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preferences) and transcended the boundaries of Confucianism and 
Buddhism, and Han Zhen realized the spirit of ‘kongyan-lechu’ (孔顔
樂處, pursuing pleasure of Kong-zi [孔子] and Yan Hui [颜回]) that was 
pursued by Song/Ming Confucianists, staying within the boundary of 
Confucianism all his life.”

This paper is significant in that it introduces two figures who had thus 
far been undiscovered by Korean researchers, but it remains at the level 
of an introduction rather than a meaningful discussion about each figure. 
In-depth follow-up research is expected.

3) Comparison between Yangmingxue and Joseon Confucianism

1 Park, Jong-Do: A study on the practical character of the unity 
of knowledge and practice between Wang, Soo-In and Jo, Sik 
(NAMMYUNGHAK  (66), 2020)

2 Seo, Gang-Hwie: The concept of the “Truth (Jin-li)” of Ha-Gok and 
the concept of the “Original Condition (bonche)” of the Orthodox 
School of Yangmyeong (THE Journal of Asian Philosophy in Korea (54), 
2020)

Papers comparing Yangmingxue and Joseon Confucianism are 
published annually. Jo Sik (曺植, courtesy name: Nammyeong) and Yi 
Hwang (李滉, courtesy name: Toegye) were born in the same year but 
reportedly never met. When dividing Gyeongsang-do into left-do and 
right-do, Nammyeong Jo Sik was active in and around Jinju, and Toegye 
Yi Hwang in and around Andong. After the rebellion of Injo, Gwanghae 
was dethroned and the Buk-in regime was overthrown, and since Jo Sik’s 
disciples formed the center of the Buk-in faction, Jo Sik himself was also 
relegated to the backyard of history. As is well known, Yi Hwang harshly 
criticized Joseon Yangmyeonghak as a heresy, whereas no particular texts 
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are known with Jo Sik’s writings about Yangmyeonghak. It is a general 
consensus of academia that Yi Hwang’s negative evaluation played a 
significant role in dispelling Yangmyeonghak as a heresy in Joseon. In 
this context, how is Jo Sik, who had a different tenure than Yi Hwang, 
portrayed? 

Park Jong-do states: “This paper aims to examine the practical character 
of the unity of knowledge and practice (知行合一) between Yangming 
Wang Shouren (陽明 王守仁, 1472–1528) and Nammyeong Jo Sik (南
冥 曺植, 1501–1572). In this respect, their similarity is in their use of the 
self-cultivation method of ‘xingcha-kezhi (省察克治 rigorous self-control 
to keep the kind heart and overcome selfishness).’ Wang Shouren’s 省察克
治 is a practical self-cultivation designed to achieve liangzhi (良知), and Jo 
Sik’s 省察克治 is a practical self-cultivation intended to dispel selfish desires 
and preserve the heavenly principle. Wang Shouren used 省察克治 in his 
quest to realize zhiliangzhi (致良知) in the course of exposing liangzhi 
as the original substance of mind to the outside, and Jo Sik used 省察克
治 to present his own practical method of reverence-righteousness (敬義) 
as a means to reach the ultimate goal of 知行合一 through righteousness 
by beginning with the practice of internal reverence for 遏人欲存天理 to 
reaching the pinnacle of reverence through 省察克治. Both presented 省
察克治 as a means to reach the ultimate goal of Confucianism and thus 
showed the intersection between Neo-Confucianism and Yangmingxue. 
Moreover, their practice (or effort) is geared toward a practical and 
existential direction. Despite their different ideological backgrounds, 
that is, Yangmingxue and Neo-Confucianism, respectively, it is worth 
comparing Wang Shouren and Jo Sik in their intersection, that is, the 省
察克治 with which they contribute to the practical nurturing of the spirit 
of humanities and eradicating elements at risk of laxity or viciousness.”

As Park has observed, the 省察克治 of Wang Yangming and the 省察
克治 of Jo Sik coincide in great part. That said, would Jo Sik’s evaluation 
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of Yangmingxue be positive or negative? As Park revealed, the Neo-
Confucianist Jo Sik would have criticized Yangmingxue. How could we 
then explain the similarity between the two in their use of 省察克治? This 
similarity is attributable to the common scholarly system of Zhuzixue and 
Yangmingxue in their “pursuit of sagehood” (聖人之學) and “preserving 
the heavenly principle and removing selfish desires” (存天理去人欲). That 
is, if Wang Shouren and Jo Sik show concordance and similarity through 
省察克治, so do Wang Shouren and Yi Hwang. This allows us to assume 
that the similarity between Wang Shouren and Jo Sik that Park Jong-do 
intended to reveal by comparing them would likely have no significance. 
If so, is his paper based on a misconception? Apart from this question, 
though unintended by Park, this paper is significant for its explication of 
the reason why Zhuzixue and Yangmingxue are collectively called Song/
Ming Confucianism by showing the similarity between them.

The task of verifying and establishing the uniqueness of Jeong 
Je-du’s Yangmyeonghak is the mission incumbent, like destiny, on 
Yangmyeonghak researchers in Korea. Existing studies have tried to 
secure the exceptionality of Jeong Je-du’s Yangmyeonghak by placing 
Jeong Je-du between the two camps of Zhuzixue and Yangmingxue and 
deftly combining Jeong Je-du’s aspects as a scholar belonging to both 
the Yangming and the Zhu Xi camps. For example, Jeong Je-du admired 
Yangmyeonghak, but complemented it with Neo-Confucian elements. 
This research trend is a strategy advocated by researchers with degrees from 
Korean universities. On the other hand, researchers who have returned to 
Korea after studying Yangminghouxue in China are trying to determine 
the characteristics or uniqueness of Jeong Je-du Yangmingxue through 
comparison to Yangminghouxue based on their in-depth understanding 
of the development paradigms of Chinese Yangminghouxue.

Seo Gang-hwie provides an overview as follows: “He [Jeong Je-du] 
refuted li (理 principle), Cheng-Ju School’s core ideology and emphasized 
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the vital dynamics of li with the concept of shengli (生理 principle of life). 
At the same time, he taught to choose zhenli (眞理 truth) to prevent 生理 
from being constrained by sentiment. This train of thought is very similar 
to the reasoning modality of the Orthodox Yangmingism that opposed the 
Taeju and Gwijeok Schools. The three leading scholars of the Orthodox 
Yangming School, namely Zou Shouyi (鄒守益, 1491–1562, courtesy 
name: Dongkuo 東廓), Ou Yangde (歐陽德, 1496–1554, courtesy 
name: Nanye 南野), and Chen Jiuchuan (陳九川, 1494–1562, courtesy 
name: Mingshui 明水), realized the importance of benti (本體, original 
substance) for learning through their exchanges with Wang Longxi (王龍
溪, 1498–1583). They held on to the position that 本體 can be restored 
through effort and used it as the rationale for pointing out the problems 
in the Guijeok school or Taeju school. The Guijeok school neglected the 
vital dynamics of effort by mistaking 本體 for 實體. From Hagok’s (Jeong 
Je-du) point of view, the Guijiek School overemphasized the nature of 本
體 at the cost of vital dynamics, and the Taeju School’s overemphasis on 
naturalness at the cost of study was interpreted as losing the 本體 of 眞理 
by exclusive emphasis on 生理. For Hagok, 生理 and 眞理 are inseparable 
from each other because self-identity is gained through 眞理, which in 
turn is guaranteed only through 生理. This view of Hagok has a common 
ground with the relationship between the study and 本體 of the Orthodox 
Yangming School.” 

4) Papers on Yangmingxue and education 

1 Cho, Ji-sun: A study on the development of college character 
education subjects using YANG-MING STUDIES (YANG-MING 
STUDIES (59), 2020)

2 Kim, Min-jae: Analysis of the YANG-MING STUDIES ’ contents 
described in textbooks and suggestions for improvement - Focusing 
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on the Ethics and Thoughts high-school textbooks -(YANG-MING 
STUDIES (56), 2020)

3 Kim, Jun-Seung: A comparative study on the emotional theory of 
Wang Shou-Ren and the twelve-sense theory of Steiner (STUDIES IN 
PHILOSOPHY EAST-WEST (97), 2020)

Papers that examine Yangmingxue from the perspective of education 
theories have also been steadily published annually. However, there is 
room left for improvement in that the topics are little diversified because 
the researcher base in this area has a very limited scope. It is hoped that 
new topics will come out with an expanded researcher base in the future. 

Researchers who emphasize the attractive aspects of Yangmingxue from 
the perspective of educational philosophy usually share the same positions. 
One example is found in the emphasis of the autonomy and subjectivity 
of Wang Shouren’s view of education by choosing qinmin (親民) over 
xinmin (新民). Cho Ji-sun, as a young researcher who earned her PhD 
under the guidance of the Yangmingxue expert Professor Kim Sea-jeong at 
Chungnam National University, has been interpreting Yangmingxue from 
the perspective of educational theories. This paper can also be found on 
this continuum.

Cho Ji-sun states: “University is an educational institute that nurtures 
future active members of society, and there is a growing demand for 
personality education at the university to foster upright values and 
mindset for living with others. Yangming philosophy is a philosophy 
organically linking the processes of perceiving, cultivating, and practicing 
human moral nature or innate knowledge of goodness (liangzhi 良知). It 
also presents the process of reaching the human ideal of moral perfection 
(reaching sagehood) with concrete educational plans. To pave the way for 
the development of character-building education curriculum for university 
students, thereby utilizing Yangmingistic principles, this study establishes 
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a threefold research process.”
Kim Min-jae is a professor at the National University of Education 

and is conducting research in close proximity to real educational settings. 
The paper “Analysis of the YANG-MING STUDIES’ contents described 
in textbooks and suggestions for improvement” forms part of a project 
covering the topics of Yangming studies to be integrated into authorized 
ethics textbooks. 

Kim Min-jae’s position is as follows: “The purpose of this study is to 
analyze the descriptions in high school Ethics and Thoughts textbooks 
related to Yangming studies and to make suggestions for improvement. To 
this end, 14 textbooks in total were selected for analysis. A comprehensive 
analysis revealed that in the Ethics and Thoughts textbooks, both Chinese 
Yangmingxue and Korean Yangmyeonghak occupy an important status 
and that the writing style and use of auxiliary materials are increasingly 
refined over time. At the same time, however, this study also detected 
that Yangmingism-related descriptions in the analyzed textbooks are 
marred by a considerable degree of ‘conservatism’ and ‘inhomogeneity.’ 
In the Chinese Yangmingxue part, descriptions are arranged in a 
convergently understandable way, and the descriptive ‘conservatism’ was 
also confirmed in foregrounding the strong moral practicability of the 
‘unity of knowledge and action’ (zhixingheyi 知行合一). In the Korean 
Yangmyeonghak part, the descriptions show little difference from Chinese 
Yangmingxue, and the ‘conservatism’ of invariability could be confirmed 
even in the description of the ideological characteristics of Jeong Je-do, 
who is the figurehead of Korean Yangmyeonghak. In addition, both 
Yangmingxue and Yangmyeonghak showed considerable disparities in the 
contents and lengths from one textbook to another, posing the problem 
of ‘inhomogeneity.’ In order to solve the problem of conservatism 
and inhomogeneity of Yangmingism-related descriptions, the current 
minimum ‘standards for the compilation of ethics textbooks’ should be 
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strengthened to a sufficiently high level.”
This study may be extended to comparison of the Yangmingism-related 

contents of these ethics textbooks with those in other East Asian countries, 
such as China and Japan, which would yield interesting results.

As is well-known, Wang Yangming established xinjili (心卽理, identity 
of mind and principle), a prime premise, as opposed to xingjili (性卽理, 
identity of nature and principle), prime propositions of Yangmingism and 
Neo-Confucianism, respectively. The connotations and extensions of the 
concepts of xing 性 and xin 心 can be approached from various angles. In 
particular, emotional motivation and judgment may be used as the threads 
of thoughts; this can be compared to the Western discussions about reason 
vs. emotion. Steiner is unfamiliar to East Asian philosophy majors, but 
he has long been studied in the field of educational philosophy. Kim Jun-
seung has been examining the pedagogics of Yangmingism and Steiner for 
a long time and has continuously published papers on related topics. His 
2020 paper, “A comparative study on the emotional theory of Wang Shou-
Ren and the twelve-sense theory of Steiner” forms part of this research 
series. 

Kim Jun-seung presents his paper as follows: “The purpose of this 
study is to comparatively discuss the process of personal maturity 
and development based on individual experiences by comparing the 
emotional theory of Wang Shouren (王守仁, 1472–1528) and the twelve-
sense theory of Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925). Wang Shouren’s emotion 
constitutes a single-category paradigm by uniting the dualistic Neo-
Confucian xing (性 nature) and xin (心 mind), and it built the foundation 
for realizing morality as a way to understand moral emotion and mind in 
the same vein. In this process, Wang Shouren integrated the different parts 
of emotions and desires into the mainstream of liangzhilun (良知論). First, 
the will to achieve liangzhi is summoned, a rigorous contemplation of the 
movements of emotions and desires is practiced in the given situations 
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of everyday living to keep emotional impartiality, and the mind, in tune 
with emotional impartiality, is set to execute logical and righteous practice. 
Moreover, the mastery achieved through self-contentment (自慊) and true 
joy (眞樂) obtained by achieving liangzhi ultimately leads to being in unity 
with all things (萬物一體), which in turn leads to self-awareness toward 
moral practice. 

The theory Steiner proposes uses twelve senses in deviation from 
the usual five senses. His classification of the human being into twelve 
senses is anchored in his profound understanding of human nature and 
arose from the deep reflection of his anthroposophical worldview. The 
sense theory of Steiner understands the human being as an integrated 
entity of body, soul, and mind. It consists of twelve senses in total, with 
four domains constituting each of the senses of will [body], emotion 
[soul], and mind [spirit]. The maturing process of the human depicted by 
both thinkers can be contextually compared in the following order: first, 
summoning the will to become a morally accomplished person (聖人 sage) 
of Wang Shouren vs. Steiner’s learning about the self (who is the principal 
agent summoning the will through the bodily sense that is the internal 
domain); second, thoroughly achieving liangzhi by making proper choices 
based on emotional impartiality of Wang Shouren vs. Steiner’s process 
of being empirically awakened to one’s own emotions while establishing 
relationships with different embodiments of ‘I’; third, acquiring the force for 
moral practice by being in unity with all things through self-contentment 
and true joy in order to continuously accomplish liangzhi of Wang Shouren 
vs. Steiner’s assuming responsibility for the world in tune with the internal 
self while establishing relations with the higher external entities.”

A typical criticism of these comparative studies is that they describe 
weak links between the objects of comparison as if they are strong links. I 
hope that upcoming papers will be sufficiently robust to withstand this 
criticism.
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5) Overview of the research outcomes of Yangming studies

1 Kim, Sea-jeong: Present situation and outstanding questions of the 
research on Chinese Schools of Yangming studies in Korea (YANG-
MING STUDIES (59), 2020.12)

Providing an overview of research history has a high utility value for 
researchers. It was especially useful in times when data were difficult to 
read. Its importance has been reduced compared to that of the past, with 
freely available well-established databases thanks to the development of 
computers and the Internet. Nevertheless, this work is expected to provide 
novice researchers with valuable help as reference resources. In addition, 
it will be handy for any researcher to have this list to have a quick cross-
sectional and longitudinal cross-check.

Kim Sea-jeong provides an overview as follows: “This paper presents, 
as an annex, the ‘Bibliography of Chinese Yangming studies in Korea,’ 
compiled by collecting and arranging the research outcomes of Chinese 
Yangming studies in Korea over the last 60 years. The papers were 
reviewed in two categories of general and particular studies. Articles 
covering Chinese Yangming studies in Korea as a whole provided 
a basis for a comprehensive understanding of the characteristics of 
different Yangmingistic schools of thought in terms of their respective 
characteristics and historical and social backgrounds by period. However, 
they lack concreteness and precision, typically contain contents skewed 
toward some specific schools or figures according to each author’s 
viewpoint or concern, and often include ambiguous interpretations of 
different schools or figures. Biographic books on prominent thinkers of 
Chinese Yangming schools have a great significance from an academic 
viewpoint for providing a solid basis for unconstrained in-depth studies 
on Chinese Yangmingism in Korea, where the research environment 
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for Chinese Yangming Schools is quite bleak. However, the problem of 
academic balance and diversity has yet to be solved. For example, while 
there are books on the Zhezhong School and the Taizhou School, not 
a single book has been published on the Jiangyou School. Moreover, 
compared to the vast spectrum of figures and texts of Chinese Yangming 
Schools, there are only a very small number of translations of original texts, 
and the translated books are predominantly about Li Zhi and Huang 
Zongxi. To enable more in-depth research on Chinese Yangming studies, 
more translations are needed of the collections about Yangming thinkers 
covering various topics and schools of thought. As regards PhD theses and 
research papers, a wide range of schools and thinkers have been covered. 
However, there are only a limited number of works on Chinese Yangming 
studies as a whole, and, in cases of individual scholars, an excessively high 
proportion of works are dedicated to the Taizhou School. All in all, to 
enable a comprehensive overview of Chinese Yangming studies, more 
papers will have to come out not only on the Jiangyou School but also on 
thinkers from the Taizhou School who have not yet been exposed to the 
spotlight, as well as on Hwang Zongxi and Liu Zongzhou.” 

6) Papers related to the Ganquan School 

1 Sun, Byeong-sam: A study on the mind–heart theory of the Ganquan 
School scholar Hong Yuan (YANG-MING STUDIES (56), 2020)

2 Sun, Byeongsam: A study on the mind–heart theory of Tang Shu as 
Ganquan’s disciple (THE STUDY OF CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY 
AND CULTURE (79), 2020)

The Ganquan School is the very school that dichotomized the Ming 
xinxue (心學) with Yangmingxue. The Ganquan School took its start with 
Zhan Ganquan (湛甘泉), but it is an enormous school whose origin can be 
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traced back to Chen Xianzhang (陳獻章), who is acclaimed as the initiator 
of the xinxue (心學) in the Ming period. With the monopoly position 
of Yangmingxue in the domain of xinxue, the Ganquan School fell into 
oblivion. However, research on the Ganquan School is indispensable when 
it comes to a discussion about Ming xinxue or its influence. In China, a 
growing number of research papers on the Ganquan School are being 
produced. The two papers written by Sun Byeong-sam are significant as 
the first of their kind to be published in Korea.

Zhan Ruoshui (湛若水, 1466–1560; courtesy name: Ganquan 甘泉) 
have been introduced in Korea in several published papers. Considering 
this, Sun Byeong-sam introduces Ganquan’s two important disciples not 
yet introduced in Korea: Hong Yuan (洪垣) and Tang Shu (唐樞).

Sun Byeong-sam introduces Hong Yuan as follows: “This paper 
discusses the xinxue (心學) theory of Hong Yuan (洪垣, 1507–1593; 
courtesy name: Jue Shan 覺山). He is the master disciple of Zhan Ruoshui 
(湛若水) who dichotomized Ming xinxue with Wang Yangming (王陽
明). Zhan Ruoshui (湛若水) advocated Suichu-tiren-tianli (隨處體認天
理 learned knowledge of the heavenly principle anytime and anywhere) 
as the key theory. Zhan Ruoshui (湛若水) believed that it would 
complement Wang Shouren’s theory of zhiliangzhi. Hong Yuan inherited 
Zhan Ruoshui’s 隨處體認天理 as the underlying theory and presented 
‘genben-zhixue’ (根本之學) as his own xinxue concept to compensate for 
the bias of tiren-tianli (體認天理) by the tenet of ‘buligenzhi-tiren’ (不離根
之體認 learned knowledge inseverable from the root). Hong Yuan attaches 
importance to zhi (知 cognition) and yi (意 volition), with emphasis on 
the ‘zhuanshi-chengzhi’ (轉識成知) theory of practice where zhi dominates 
yi. This theory of practice highly values the effort to establish zhi [志] on ji 
[幾]. From this, it follows that Hong Yuan is the legitimate master disciple 
of Zhan Ruoshui (湛若水), who succeeded and further developed the key 
theory of the school.”
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Sun Byeong-sam introduces Jue Shan (覺山) as follows: “This paper 
discusses the xinxue theories of Tang Shu (唐樞, 1497–1574). Tang 
Shu is the master disciple of Zhan Ruoshui (湛若水, 1466–1560) who 
dichotomized the mid–Mind xinxue with Wang Shouren. Later on, Tang 
Shu sought to be taught directly by Wang Shouren (王守仁, 1472–1528) 
but did not get the opportunity. He had keen interest in uniting the 
Ganquan School and the Yangming School. His theories can be boiled 
down to the three characters of taozhenxin (討眞心: seek the original 
mind). 眞心 is 道心, which is comparable to Zhan Ruoshui’s (湛若水) 大
心 and Wang Shouren’s 良知, that is, 本體, or 精一, which is comparable 
to Zhan Ruoshui’s (湛若水) 隨處體認 and Wang Shouren’s 致. Huang 
Zongxi appraised Tang Shu’s taozhenxin to be close to Wang Shouren’s 
zhiliangzhi. In this context, a question arises about how to understand 
the theory of manifested liangzhi, given that Wang Shouren’s theory of 
manifested liangzhi, which was accepted by Zou Shouyi (鄒守益, 1491–
1562), Ou Yangde (歐陽德, 1496–1554), and Wang Ji (王畿, 1498–1583), 
did not seem to be consistent with Tang Shu’s taozhenxin. It is argued that, 
considering the differences between the Ganquan and Yangming Schools, 
the theory of taozhenxin manifests the characteristics of Guanquan’s 隨
處體認天理. This gives legitimacy to Tang Shu’s master discipleship of 
Guanquan, who succeeded and further developed the key theory of the 
school. Therefore, Huang Zongxi’s evaluation needs to be reconsidered.”

7) Papers related to the late-Ming lecture movement

1 Shin, Hyun-Seung: A study of academic communities and political 
networks during the late-Ming Dynasty (Studies in Confucianism (50), 
2020)

Shin Hyun-seung has persistently published papers on the changing 
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academic trends in the late-Ming period. This paper seems to extend 
the contents covered in his PhD thesis. The lecture movement is 
considered one of the most salient features of Ming scholarship, and it 
is the indispensable factor for the enormous influence of Yangmingxue 
on the society of the time with its broad teachings. Going beyond the 
pure academic arena, the lecture movement evolved into public opinion 
activities centering on criticism of real politics. At its center was the 
Donglin School (東林學派).

Shin Hyun-seung gives an overview of his paper as follows: “The names 
inevitably associated with the development and growth patterns of the 
private academy and lecture systems that had been popular since mid-
Ming are scholars of Yangmingxinxue (陽明心學) represented by Zhan 
Ruoshui (湛若水, 1466–1560) and Wang Shouren (王守仁, 1472–1529). 
These two names are always mentioned when it comes to the intense 
academic disputes and the emergence of various schools from the camp 
of Yangmingism during the late-Ming period. Beyond any doubt, those 
who made the greatest contribution to the institutionalization of the 
private academy lecture systems since the mid-Ming Dynasty are those 
of the Yangming Schools, that is, Wang Shouren and his disciples and 
followers. On the other hand, to properly understand the history of 
Confucian thoughts from China during the late-Ming/early Qing period, 
it is inevitable to mention Liu Zongzhou (劉宗周) of the Jishan School, 
who tried to unify the Donglin School in the line of Zhuzixue and 
Yangmingxue by unfolding fierce academic debates with the left wing of 
Yangmingism.” 

3. Analysis and review of major papers 

Lee Kyeng-lyong’s paper presents several original views regarding topics 
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rarely covered to date despite their importance in the research history 
of Yangmingxue. Some aspects deviating from the established theories 
have yet to be examined, but their significance should be recognized in 
its entirety because they have provided valuable breakthroughs for those 
important but seldom-discussed topics. Some such topics are as follows: 

First, Lee investigated the relationship between Wang Shouren and 
Chen Xianzhang (陳獻章). As Huang Zongxi (黃宗羲) suggests in “Records 
of the Ming scholars” (明儒学案), Lee found it incomprehensible that 
Wang Shouren did not mention Chen Xianzhang’s (陳獻章) scholarship, 
given the fact that Zhan Ruoshui (湛若水) was Wang’s fellow student and 
Chen Xianzhang (陳獻章), who was the originator of Xinxue (心學), was 
their teacher.

Lee explains the association between Wang Shouren and Chen 
Xianzhang (陳獻章) as follows: “It was, in great part, the influence of 
Chen Xianzhang (陳獻章, 1428–1500) that popularized Taoist ‘methods 
of nurturing life’ (養生法) among officials and intellectuals in Beijing in 
the Ming period. Chen Xianzhang (陳獻章) had a mystical experience of 
spontaneously realizing xinti (心體 the essence of the mind) at the age of 
37 (1466) and was praised by the Headmaster of the Imperial Academy, 
Xing Rang 邢讓, two years later, which contributed to the spread of his 
xinti realization. Imperial court officials who passed the state exams, 
including Luo Lun (羅倫, 1431–1478), Zhang Mao (章懋, 1437–1522), 
Zhuang Chang (莊昶, 1437–1499), and He Qin (賀欽, 1437–1510), 
came to Chen to learn zhujing (主靜 serenity). By the time Chen was 44 
years old (1471), he instructed his visitors to sit in a meditation posture 
and taught them the small heavenly cycle (小周天運氣) initiated by Shao 
Kangjie (邵康節·1011–1077). At the age of 56 (1483), Chen was invited 
by the Emperor to Beijing and stayed in Qingshou Temple (慶壽寺, 大興
隆寺) on Changan Street (長安街), where Wang Yangming was staying. 
With the rumor of ‘the return of the saint’ (聖人復出) spreading far and 
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wide, hundreds of people came to see him every day. In 1492, Chen was 
still alive. Wang Yangming’s purpose of studying the ‘bamboo strike’ (擊竹) 
was to experience the entire prime universe like Chen Xianzhang’s duizhu 
(對竹) experience. Wang returned to Beijing at the age of 31 (1502), and 
during his four-month stay in Beijing from May to August, he changed 
his purpose from literature to self-cultivation. By tracing these events, it 
can be assumed that the primary reason for Wang Yangming’s inquiry into 
self-cultivation was to cure his disease, and the secondary reason was the 
Chen Xianzhang (陳獻章) boom.”

Second, it is generally overlooked that Wang Yangming studied 
Yijing during his incarceration at the age of 35, but Lee Kyeng-lyong 
brings Wang’s Yijing study in prison into context with the experience of 
Longchang Enlightenment two years later: “Wang Yangming’s experience 
of seeing the metaphysical state of mind (xiantianweng 先天翁) is in 
fact the original spirit (yuanshen 元神) or prime purpose (zhenyi 眞
意) of xiantian (先天) mentioned in the small heavenly cycle (小周天運
氣). Classifying them according to their roles, yuanshen is substance (體) 
and zhenyi is function (用), and they are one (一物). In the technique of 
the small heavenly cycle, zhenyi (眞意), corresponding to function (用), 
controls qi circulation and self-illumination (內照), and yuanshen (元神), 
corresponding to substance (體), supervises the operation of zhenyi. From 
this, it follows that Wang Yanming’s xiantianweng (先天翁) consists of 
yuanshen and zhenyi. His mystical experience of seeing xiantianweng (先
天翁) means that he started to practice the small heavenly cycle, not any 
higher level of experience. It may be presumed that he experienced the 
union of yuanshen and zhenyi of xiantian when he engaged in a ‘hundred-
day foundation building’ (bairizhuji 百日築基) of ‘the transformation of 
jing [course energy] to qi [refined energy]’ (lianjinghuaqi 煉精化氣). This 
mystical experience was the basis for his experience of metaphysical change 
of substance and function (tiyongshenhua 體用神化) two years later at the 
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age of 37. It was rumored that Wang Yangming had a premonitory faculty 
when he started to engage in self-cultivation in Yangmindong (陽明洞) at 
the age of 31, but he had his first mystical experience at the age of 35.”

Third, Lee Kyeng-lyong chronologically explains Yangming’s theories 
of learning: “Wang Yangming taught zhenyuo (正座, meditative sitting) 
to students in a temple on his way back to Beijing at the age of 39 (1510) 
and to a student named Ying Liang (應良, 1480–1549) in February 
1511. The medicative siting he taught was mentioned directly by Wang 
or in ‘Wang Yangming Annul,’ written by QianDehong(錢德洪) by 
names such as Jìngyī(靜一) or jīngyī (精一) at first, chengyi (誠意) in 
1512 (41 years old), licheng (立誠) in 1513, and lizhi (立志) in 1514. 
This shows the evolvement of the content and the name of the method 
of zhenyuo (正座) in the course of addressing the problems encountered 
during its practice. Wang Yangming was adept in Chen Xianzhang’s 
theories through Zhan Ruoshui. Mindfulness meditation is the pursuit 
of the ultimate contemplation of ‘preserving the heavenly principle and 
removing selfish desires’ (cuntianli 存天理 qurenyu 去人欲) and the gist of 
chengyi (誠意) learning. From this perspective, Wang Yangming’s ‘ultimate 
contemplation’ and licheng (立誠) learning of ‘mindful meditation’ at the 
age of 41 and 42, respectively, can be safely regarded as the succession of 
Chen Xianzhang’s licheng (立誠) learning.”

Fourth, Lee Kyeng-lyong attempted to determine the point in time 
when Wang Yangming proposed his theory of zhiliangzhi (致良知) 
and its occasion: “Even his followers could not reach consensus on the 
first year of the use of liangzhi (良知). This is because Wang Yangming 
himself mentioned it differently in different circumstances, resulting in 
many different years that his followers later indicated as the year of the 
emergence of liangzhi and zhiliangzhi. All in all, there are five points in 
time: when he was 37, 43, 48, 49, and 50 years old. A close look at each 
of the opinions to determine an accurate year led to the conclusion that 
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Wang presented liangzhi to Chen Jiuchuan (陳九川) for the first time 
when he was 48 years old (August) and could convince himself of liangzhi 
after a day’s-long discussion about zhizhi (致知) with his disciples and 
at Tongtianyan (通天巖) in Ganzhou (贛州) when he was 49 years old 
(summer).”

In the above in-depth review, I have presented some of his original 
views. The claim that brings the establishment of the theory of zhiliangzhi 
in context with his lectures in Tongtianyan (通天巖) reflects the recent 
findings of Chinese researchers, which are worth reviewing. The claim that 
links lizhi (立志) and zhenyuo (正座) is an extraordinarily original view, 
and it is expected to trigger a hot debate.

 

4. Evaluation and outlook

Thirteen out of 18 papers published in 2020 on Ming/Qing 
Confucian Studies are about Wang Yangming (Yangminghouxue and 
other Yangming-related topics), accounting for the largest proportion. 
This overwhelming dominance of Wang Yangming has been steadily 
maintained since 2015 (papers published in 2014), the first year of this 
annual report, demonstrating who the most prominent Confucian scholar 
is in Ming/Qing Confucian studies in Korea.

With 18 papers, the dominance of research on Ming Yangmingxue 
(xinxhu 心學 School of Mind) was maintained in 2020, albeit to a lesser 
degree compared to 24 papers in 2019, 17 papers in 2018, and 26 papers 
in 2017. This suggests that the scholars covered in the current Korean 
research on Eastern philosophy have a limited spectrum focusing on a 
small group of well-known figures. From these research trends, it can be 
inferred that not only does the research on Eastern philosophy in Korea 
cover a limited range of topics, but its researcher base is also quite limited.
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For an in-depth review, I selected one masterpiece out of 18 papers 
in total: Lee Kyeng-lyong’s “Wang Yang-myeong, 48-49 years old, 
transitioning the teaching method from the spiritual enlightenment in 
sitting still (靜坐開悟) to self-authentication (良知) and its academic 
significance,” which is the result of laborious research efforts over a long 
period of time.


